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About Us

A non-fungible token, or NFT, is a totally new sort of digital good that we're thrilled about
at 77Suns. NFTs offer some intriguing new properties: they're one-of-a-kind, provably
scarce, tradeable, and applicable to a wide range of applications. You can do whatever
you want with them, just like you do with tangible products! You may toss them in the
trash, give them as a gift to a friend halfway around the world, or sell them on the open
market. They do, however, have all of the programmability of digital goods, unlike
physical things.
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Home Page

There is only one Metaverse, which is made up of all publicly accessible 2D, 3D, and
virtual world experiences connected by a shared, hardware-independent global network
that no one controls. As a concept, the metaverse is the next evolution of the Internet,
pioneered by builders and innovators who are compelled by the importance of creativity
in an infinite field of possibilities.

The term NFT has been making the rounds recently, but most people have no idea what
it stands for–non-fungible token–much less what one is. However, this hasn't stopped
NFTs from becoming a big market. While some data shows that this market has already
peaked, there is a substantial likelihood that it will rebound. And, whether we realize it or
not, the new virtual marketplace boom is already underway.
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NFT’s Invading The Gaming Industry

Our Increasingly Virtual World

NFTS INVADED THE GAMING world by the end of 2021, and in 2022, it will undoubtedly
become one of the hottest subjects in a wide range of industries. If you're still not sure
why gaming is adopting blockchain technology or whether this is a good or bad thing for
games and players, the jury is still out. However, it's a good idea to understand what the
industry's most confusing new trend implies right now. We'll go through what NFTs are,
how they might appear in games.

One thing is certain: there are fortunes to be gained for those who understand and use
NFTs and other upcoming technologies. However, for most people, this is easier said
than done. 

Virtual reality has progressed from science fiction to science fact. Hundreds of millions of
people around the world are spending substantial amounts of time in persistent,
networked virtual worlds, such as Fortnite, Roblox, and Animal Crossing.

The applications, though, go far beyond games. People are creating long virtual
connections, owning and decorating virtual arts and locations, and vying for limited virtual
resources across a variety of virtual ecosystems as I write this. As augmented reality
becomes more widespread, virtual overlays are increasingly influencing how we perceive
the actual world, which we still refer to as "real" for the time being.
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Everyone is talking about the tremendous push towards NFTs and virtual art. It's not
simply a fad; even the most seasoned art critics think that this new virtual art arena will
drastically alter and extend the business. While traditional art galleries will continue to
exist, virtual reality art galleries provide individuals with increased accessibility, great
digital experiences, and a new way to enjoy fine art and emerging artists.

 77suns, which includes art lovers and IT nerds, specializes in a wide range of virtual
meeting rooms. That means creating your own VR gallery on 77suns is not only simple,
but also designed for the greatest possible experience. You may develop both NFT and
non-NFT virtual art galleries for a variety of audiences using the technology of 77suns VR
rooms. 

What are NFTs in games?

The Rise of NFTs and Virtual Assets

The abbreviation NFT stands for a "Non-Fungible Token" for a digital item, regardless of
whether it's utilized in gaming or not. The name makes it sound sophisticated, but the
concept is actually rather simple. An NFT is a digital good's certificate of ownership that is
designed to be produced in a limited number. They can be added to digital images or
memes, video clips, or even something as abstract as the World Wide Web's original
source code. If something is "fungible," it is a commodity that may be exchanged for
another, such as a dollar bill.
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Opportunities For Businesses

A virtual product is a product that exists solely in digital form. It could be a virtual
depiction of a real product or a product that only exists in virtual worlds. While these
things may not be "real" in the sense that we normally think of reality, they are certainly
"real" enough for real people to spend real money on them.

Virtual products may have apparent uses for many businesses. It's not difficult to picture
someone purchasing a virtual high-end Ferrari in order to gain an advantage in a virtual
racing simulator. Wearing a high-end suit in a virtual environment has the same effect as
wearing one in real life.

The message is obvious. If you can produce and sell items in the actual world, you can
definitely make and sell them in virtual worlds as well. And the value of such products will
only rise as we move closer to an immersive multiverse.
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Reaching Massive Audiences

Our Increasingly Virtual World

The video game industry is bigger than the sports and cinema industries combined on a
global scale. Consider that for a moment. How desperately do you want your items and/or
brand to be featured in a blockbuster film or on a sporting event? With a downloadable
skin in Fortnite or a product placement in Animal Crossing, you'd reach a larger audience.
Even if you can't make a fortune selling virtual things right now, you can start leveraging
enormous brand equity improvements right away. Whether or not your product has a use
case that corresponds to one of today's virtual worlds, you have a brand that may be
used on virtual clothes, signage, artwork, and other items.

These audiences are not just enormous, but they are also likely to differ in fundamental
ways from your typical brand audience. NFTs and virtual products are being used by
businesses to reach out to younger consumers. Two-thirds of Fortnite players are
between the ages of 24 and younger. Roblox's user base is considerably younger, with
two-thirds of its users being under the age of sixteen.

Luxury firms, in particular, see value in allowing virtual users to buy virtual copies of their
high-priced products before they can do so in the "real" world.

Large organizations, particularly in the gaming industry, regard NFTs as a way to
generate a steady stream of cash from digital content. If a rare Digital Art was provided as
an NFT, for example, a player might be the first to unlock it in-game and then claim
ownership of it. After that, the art's token can be resold to the highest bidder, perhaps for
a large sum of money.

Virtual product use cases will become clearer and more valuable to both virtual
consumers and producers as virtual worlds continue to innovate and grow. Create virtual
copies of your products to be ready to take advantage of current and future chances to
make money and expand your brand in the multiverse.

77suns offers a marketplace for likeminded artists to create NFT art that can be used in a
variety of settings. With 77suns, you can easily create thousands or even millions of
photorealistic 3D visual assets, layer crucial digital information over the assets' attributes
and contents, and export the assets in the file types you need to show them digitally.
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We are an art gallery that offers artists an opportunity to showcase their talents from
music, hand-painted art, NFT auction house.

Investigate the speciality of a portion of the top crypto artisans worldwide. We are a
blended-media display in Virtual Reality(VR) featuring the convergence of music and
artistry, catching the fervour of NFTs (Non-Fungible Token) and XR (Extended Reality). 
With an organized determination of NFT fine art and music, the show includes still
pictures, video, sound and gateways to 3D models from a different scope of inventive
artisans.

Participate in the vivid, intuitive showcase and remain tuned to Blockchain UniVRse
occasions to dive more deeply into tokenizing artistry on the blockchain or turn into an
authority and offer the craftsman's work.

Guests might choose music video playlists initially organized for the display, highlighting
an arranged blend of sights and sounds with a worldwide affected Miami vibe, a show for
artisans by specialists.
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What are NFTs or Non-Fungible Tokens?

What we are? (introduction)

Non-Fungible tokens or NFTs are new and advanced art via a blockchain. These
advanced arts are recognizable from each other by an extraordinary number. In
numerous ways, they hold comparable characteristics to things in reality. Contemplate
actual products like restricted version coaches or the restricted release drops by different
artists and brands.



Founders Dan Baker Lee Black

About Us

The ideal space for any event

We need to make sure the search, buying, and selling of arts become accessible. We
began this virtual gallery to create 3D and every sort o art accessible to everyone. It is to
bring superior grade exact bits of knowledge on decentralized applications to a worldwide
crowd and quickly turn into the go-to, believed industry source.

Hold your next party time, gathering, or deals meeting in a virtual space custom fitted for
your occasion. Add your logos, furniture, music, and YouTube recordings. Make it your
own.
We are providing a unique platform that empowers you to make excellent 3D features of
your craft to intrigue craftsmanship sweethearts and gatherers. Carefully present and
deal with your art, including an increased reality application to show a preview of your
work in any space you like!
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We provide an amazing atmosphere in the virtual world let the elegance of the realistic
environment cater to countless memories in this unique experience.

Intro Music, fine arts experience a new world that caters to the individual and their talents
whether it's dancing redecorating their mansions time will be epic.

Nowadays, millions of artists have joined NFT and crypto, making us more active. What's
more, we're simply getting everything rolling. Our main goal is to make online
associations more significant by building the most human spaces on the web.

Our virtual gallery works in contemporary artistry by laying out and arising global
specialists. Not set in stone to include many creative disciplines with a purpose centred
around outstanding ability, variety, and social pertinence.

We are committed to supporting exciting ability and making their work worldwide open;
the display works intimately with each of its artisans to guarantee the most elevated level
of greatness and honesty. 

With a particular determination of exceptionally collectable works of art of thankful worth
and firm devotion to craftsmanship world advancement, the exhibition is resolved to its
central goal in social administration. Utilizing new advancements and computerized
developments, Our promises an available passage highlight the market and inclusivity to
quality gatherers on all levels.

What do we provide? 
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77suns is committed to helping creators and brands in creating their own metaverse
venues in which to share culture. We enable our users to take advantage of their
gorgeous places to share eye-catching content, create a close-knit community, and sell
their creative works and products in meaningful ways. We also give our users the ability
to design attractive and useful 3D places that they can sell or rent to others wishing to
stage mind-blowing experiences.

 77suns makes it easier than ever to get started with a virtual reality art exhibition. Simply
just start by installing the 77suns app and creating an account.

Depending on the characteristics and model of your digital work, there are a few options
for displaying it. As you may expect, exhibiting a digital sculpture or item is not the same
as displaying a virtual painting. Here's everything you need to know about it.

The metaverse provides a chance for creators to make a living from their work. As you
can see, the metaverse also allows creators, their supporters, and their followers to
interact in ways that have never been possible before. And, thanks to the blockchain, the
metaverse should be open and interoperable, allowing users to quickly connect their
spaces to other platforms and smoothly transfer content from one to the other.

With 77Suns menu for selecting art files and placing them in the virtual area, displaying
art is simple. Virtual reality art galleries provide lots of space for you to create the ideal
gallery for your works or collection. It's as simple as navigating to the content menu in VR
and picking the piece that will be displayed in the gallery. You'll select works from your
MetaMask wallet for NFTs. Simply select your photographs and click add, or manually
put them wherever you want in the virtual space. Curate and create in whichever way you
choose. Use our connectors to work with programmes and NFT sites that you may
already be familiar with.

What are we?

What we provide?
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If you aren't using NFT files, you will have a relatively straightforward experience. You'll
take your 2D and 3D assets and import them into 77suns just like any other file importer.
If you're a collector or maker of NFTs, 77suns should be integrated with your MetaMask
wallet. There's a lot to like about the way 77suns integrates with other programmes, and
its interaction with MetaMask is effortless, giving you a digital platform to show off your
original NFT art.

The next step is to create a virtual gallery. 77suns has Auto-Gallery set up on the web, so
all you have to do is select the assets you want to put up and click Add. In seconds,
create a new room in the 77suns app. You will not only discover amazing default
environments in which to display your work, but you will also be able to submit your own
to make the entire space your own. For quick creation, follow 77suns guidance to
constructing these unique spaces. If you want to add the art to existing meeting spaces
or virtual rooms, you can join an existing room.

Open protocols like Ethereum and compatible standards like ERC-721 and ERC-1155
will enable dynamic new economies, according to our vision. We're working on tools that
will allow customers to freely trade their digital products, authors to launch new digital
works, and developers to create rich, integrated marketplaces for their digital goods.

How we provide?

What can our site help you with?
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Through hard work and advancement in technologies, we champion to achieve an
experience like no other.

Sort out a fantastic opening of your Virtual Art Gallery. Send off another craftsmanship
while perusing a sonnet in live streaming. Present your creative undertaking making
sense of the ideas that animated you. Ask the local area for their number one works by
casting a ballot live or giving a Q&A time-space. Be the supporter of a melodic occasion
for a varied blend of creative articulations. Talk! Express whatever you might be thinking.
It could turn into an installation.
 
The show doesn't have to end. We plan and foster intuitive programming for displays,
galleries, instructors, good cause and artisans. You can impart your virtual presentation
to individuals anyplace on the planet. Each venture is uniquely designed to suit every
client's necessities. You will accept your great show application, including your picked
determination of fine art, in a 3D virtual space of your decision. We can re-make any
open area, or you can utilize one of our instant display spaces.
 

What can our site help you with? (virtual gallery) HTML like competitors' sites lack the
oculus, pc, experience that our dedicated servers will maintain the uniqueness.
 
Virtual displays can be shared worldwide, and there is no time limit. They can be added
to any site, either as a downloadable application or inserted in an internet browser.
There's no end time, and don't bother bringing your presentation down. We give complete
discussion and backing through the turn of events and configuration process.
 
Our foundation is something beyond presentations. Make intelligent encounters and
novel substance for internet promoting efforts or eye-catching certifiable occasions. Get
in touch with us to orchestrate a video call and determine what's conceivable.
 
You can track down more data underneath or through the menu. If you are new to virtual
displays, this video about virtual spaces is a decent spot to begin.

How do we provide? 
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Why Choose us?

Begin for FREE!
We are free with limitless rooms and customizations. To take your occasion to a higher
level, redesign for expanded room limit, progressed security choices, robust show
devices, and substantially more!

Make significant associations in extraordinary virtual spaces.
Are we searching for the best spot to have your next virtual occasion? Look no further.
Kumospace makes associating on the web more human and more tomfoolery. Over
1,000,000 individuals utilize our virtual workplaces, bars, stops, and seashores for work
and play.

Make your place in NFT Community.
Everybody can stop their craftsmanships on the main NFTs commercial centres, among
numerous others. Make individuals talk about you. Give another motivation to see the
value in your innovativeness!

Your brand
Construct your virtual display to show your speciality in an excellent, easy-to-use, and
cutting edge way. Development and meticulousness can say a great deal regarding your
ability!

Do the Buying and Selling Easily 
Work on the capability of your permeability by conveying a novel, new thing: send off your
virtual artistry exhibition, stand apart with intelligent live streaming occasions and make
commotion!

About the Nemesis
The Nemesis is an amusement stage that matches computer games and informal
organizations for new intuitive encounters, on the web and disconnected. The Nemesis is
a creative advertising instrument for all specialists that need to build the capability of their
correspondence and deals strategies. 
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The Nemesis Gamification
Crypto-craftsmanship darlings like undertakings that are excellent to see have something
inventive, which causes them to partake as heroes. Allow them to carry on with another
experience: they can investigate your virtual display while mingling every other with their
symbols. The gamification expands the commitment of your fanbase: the virtual artistry
exhibition isn't simply a phase for your craft. It is an approach to drawing in local area
consideration.

Your own Art Gallery
By planning a 3D virtual world that recreates a metropolitan style design, we stand apart
from your advanced craftsmanship for an extraordinary client experience. Each intuitive
corner joins individuals to the page of the commercial centre where your NFT is available
to be purchased (OpenSea, Raible, super rare).

Occasions
You can join and coordinate restrictive occasions in your Virtual Art Gallery. On account
of an expert coordinating apparatus, you need your cell phone to go on air. Clients see
you on a great video divider through the eyes of their symbols. Meanwhile, they move
between the things you have decided to display, associate with one another, express
their inclinations. 

Virtual Shows
Our Virtual Exhibitions is an excellent way to arrange shows that we can impart to all our
crowd worldwide.
It is additionally an incredible way for specialists to grandstand and advance their work.
Our virtual exhibitions are a single tick away from everybody, so explore our 3D spaces
and respect the incredible assortment of works of art in plain view. Appreciate!

3D Virtual Spaces
Genuine and Imaginary!
We assist you with standing apart through brilliant and drawing in satisfied and plan. If
you're searching for inventiveness and advancement, reach out today to plan a
complimentary meeting. 
Could it be said that you can't hold your meeting or occasion? Go virtual with a total
bundle that can run any more and give agents and guests a close encounter.
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3D art for your business
It is one of the most famous client benefits that we offer. Take your workplaces, display
area or demo focus to your clients. The best way for organizations to flaunt what they
have. Ideal for that large number of guests who can't come to your structure.
 
Why are we different? Placement of houses 3 to choose from in the starter pack
townhouses mansions.

Advanced collectables
One of the principal essential use cases to utilize NFTs were computerized collectable
apps like CryptoKitties, CryptoPunks, and Topps GPK. In 2020 this was additionally a
space that has seen a great deal of action. Clients have ordinary chances to win NFTs as
they are frequently utilized as a 'join lure' during advertising efforts. Moreover, clients can
essentially buy NFT's
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At the point when the pandemic hit, we mixed to change our month to month organizing
occasion from face to face to virtual. In doing as such, we understood the innovation for
facilitating vivid virtual experiences was horrendous. Existing items didn't consider
unconstrained discussions, and visitors reliably talked over one another or blocked out.
We realized there must be a unique way.

Also, along these lines, we can completely modify your virtual climate to suit your own or
your organization's style. You can deceive rooms with excellent furnishings, intuitive
games, logos, and YouTube recordings. You can conceptualize with your group on a
virtual whiteboard. Or, on the other hand, unwind with companions over virtual, mixed
drinks to the hints of sea waves crashing.

Whether you are a Commercial photographic artist or a Fine Art picture taker, a virtual
display is ideal for showing your work compellingly and uniquely.

Our Story
Need is the mother of development.
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Share With the World
We supply a short piece of code that you can without much of a stretch use to:

Share on the entirety of your online entertainment. Show and sell your craft and
photography in a 100 per cent virtual display at an entirely reasonable cost. We make a
3D model with video and walkthrough that can likewise be connected to an internet
business webpage.
We utilize the market-driving 3D stage, Matterport, which empowers us to make
properties open essentially to clients using the extremely most recent innovation. The
ideal answer for any cutting edge land specialist organization.

A virtual exhibition is an open day in and day out however long you need
You can show more prints.
There are no print costs.
Pictures can be consistently different.
We have a few plan layouts, OR we can make you a custom exhibition precisely when
you need it.
Put the exhibition on your site.
Ship off genuine exhibitions which might be keen on showing your work
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Virtual visits show your client base what YOU are presenting thrillingly.

Guests spend significantly longer on our site and will check your art calmly.
 
Expanding a site is exceptionally straightforward with a URL or iFrame implant
code.

Connections to the space can be put on Facebook and LinkedIn.

Three hundred sixty perspectives on rooms on Facebook turn on your telephone
as you turn.
All our virtual spaces are utterly responsive for mobiles.

We have a scope of additional items for web-based entertainment.

Smaller than average videos  for Instagram - Animated gifs - Still pictures from
the visit
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